Minimized platelet interaction with poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate-block-4-bis(trimethylsilyl)methylstyrene) hydrogel showing anomalously high free water content.
Novel hydrophilic-hydrophobic block copolymers - poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate-block-4-bis(trimethylsilyl)methylstyrene) (poly(HEMA-block-BSMS) or BH polymer) - were prepared as materials potentially useful for blood-contacting devices. Among the BH(X) series including poly(HEMA) itself, platelet adhesion and activation are minimum on the surface of BH(10), the block copolymer composed of 10 mol% of the hydrophobic segment. The unique physicochemical characteristics of BH(10) such as the high free water content and the increased mobility of PHEMA segments seem to play an important role in the prevention of platelet adhesion and activation. The water content of BH(10) was twice that of poly(HEMA) itself, even in the presence of 10 mol% of the hydrophobic moiety [poly(BSMS)]. Further, an anomalous increase in free water content was observed for the BH(10) sample measured by DSC. The glass transition temperature of BH(10) in the dry state was determined to be c. 10 degrees C, which was much lower than that observed for each of the homopolymers (c.f.: Tg [poly(HEMA)] = 70 degrees C; Tg [poly(BSMS)] = 160 degrees C), suggesting an increased mobility of tethered PHEMA segments in the BH(10) film.